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Abstract To achieve different assembly operations on the aircraft structure, the aeronautic OEM needs to create and manage various fixture tools. To cope with these needs, the OEM began to adopt the supplier integration into the tooling development process. This paper presents a conceptual PLM-based approach to support new business partnership of different suppliers. The new business partnership aims to improve the role of supplier in the different tasks of design, configuration and fabrication of the tooling. The use of the PLM concepts is proposed to enhance the collaboration between OEM and the equipment's suppliers. UML models are proposed to specify the structure of the PLM solution. These models describe the relation between the aircraft assembly project, and the tooling design process.
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1. Introduction

The role of supplier in a successful assembly process of aircraft component is very important. Because of the specific aircraft structure, assembly department needs to constantly design new fixture tools used for new assembly operations. It obviously happens when the aeronautic OEM creates new aircraft model, and also when this OEM modifies the existing models to satisfy a particular customer requirement.
To deal with assembly tool costs and time to market optimization challenges, the collaboration between OEM and suppliers should rather go into strategic partnership, covering the whole tool’s lifecycle. The purpose of our research is to develop a new business partnership that enables efficient collaboration between OEM and suppliers. This partnership would enhance the suppliers’ role in the design process of assembly tools. The case study concerns the tooling design activities and manufacturing process in the aeronautic industry. The construction of this business partnership is obtained according the following perspectives:

- Definition of its mission and organization,
- Identification of new methodologies to optimize its operating processes,
- Realization of a collaborative IT framework to support its activities.

This paper focuses on the last perspective and describes a conceptual framework to specify an innovative PLM-based approach. The originality of our approach comes from the high abstraction level of the proposed models based on the situation concept. These concepts are valuable to describe different organization forms. It mainly provides specification of IT system that can gives innovation aided by enhancing the project organization in context of extended enterprise and by favouring interoperability between heterogeneous shared between OEM and supplier systems. (for instance, between SAP system to capture Aircraft information at the OEM level and DELMIA tool to identify the tooling behaviour in the assembly process, at the supplier level).

First, we present an overview of the context study and the interest of PLM approach to solve this problematic. Second, a literature review is presented concerning the use of PLM methodologies to support the OEM supplier partnership. Third, we develop our conceptual models of the IT structure. The specification of the PLM-based approach is defined according to a unified modelling that describes, at the same abstraction level, the product (assembly tools or equipment) data and process data. Fourth, the concept of project view is presented. Using the UML activity diagram, we detailed some functionalities of the future collaborative system to manage the equipment design project.

2. Context and aims of the study

Traditionally, in the aeronautic industry, the tooling supplier is a basic manufacturer of the assembly tools. The design and manufacture processes of these tools are considered as a sequential one. First the design department delivers the engineering documents of the different aircraft parts; the production engineering department specifies and designs the detailed assembly processes and needed tools to carry out the assembly operations. Then, the production engineering department sends the detailed specifications to the supplier for tools manufacturing.
Figure 1 shows this configuration. On the one hand, three departments are engaged in the global process of assembly tools purchasing: production service specifies the assembly needs, the equipment’s R&D designs the tooling structure and the purchase service negotiates and sends the order to supplier. On the other hand, several suppliers located in different geographical locations are contracted with to produce the various parts of the tool. After the completion of the tool, it is sent directly to the production shop for use.

![Figure 1. The current OEM-Supplier partnership.](image)

During the manufacturing process of the assembly tool, some modifications may occur on the initial configuration of aircraft components. These modifications imply changes on the specification of the assembly process and thus of the assembly tool. The whole cycle of the assembly tool ordering is then repeated to cope with the new specifications.

This approach proved its limits in the current context. The supplier is not integrated in the first stages of the tools specification and likewise, the OEM has not access to the manufacture process of the tool. Thus, much iteration is occurred before obtaining the final tool definition fulfilling the requirements of production engineering department. Several problems have been observed during the preliminary study: Important time and costs of the assembly tools manufacturing (and consequently for the assembly process of the aircraft parts, delivery date not respected); difficulty to manage the assembly tool range by the OEM (no-use of standards, bad maintenance…); the OEM has to manage several product data interfaces with various partners.

In the future configuration, an innovative PLM-based approach is proposed to support a new business partnership approach. PLM is used for the seamlessly integration of all the information specified throughout all phases of the equipment’s life cycle to everyone in the new organization (OEM and a new global supplier network) at every managerial and technical level. Figure 2 shows the proposed configuration of the new business partnership. In this configuration, design tasks’, configuration and fabrication of the assembly tool are performed collaboratively with the new global supplier network. Suppliers are already informed by new modifications of the assembly operations and design themselves the new tool.
This description shows important evolutions in the configuration of the development process that can be summarized by considering the shift from a linear and sequential process to a much more “interactionist” one [1]. This reconfiguration should lead to significant improvement in cost and time saving in association with a greater innovative potential [2], [3].

But, what is at stake in this study goes beyond the development process and the impact or the evolution has to be considered at the (inter)organizational level. We can both consider the renewal of the expected shared competences and new governance modalities for these new relationships [4], [5].

First, in the traditional development process, the supplier’s competences were exclusively manufacturing ones. In the new process, the expected incomes evolve towards innovation capacity, sub-system integration, proactive behavior during the process... This leads to consider the new role of the suppliers, not only as an efficient manufacturer, but more as a service supplier, collaborating in the definition and conception stages [6]. Thus, knowledge transfer and learning capacities are at the core of these new activities for these suppliers [7]. So, as we can see, this evolution will have to be encompassed in a wider evolution of the competences that is expected from the suppliers.

Second, to promote greater innovative potential, interactions between the different partners will have to be carefully managed, because of the change in the nature of their transactions. We can at least anticipate three significant modifications in their relationships. The advantage of the new process is a more important distribution of risk between the partners, previously only assumed by the OEM. In the new context, risk is distributed between all the involved actors. This collaborative organization implies that the partners reveal some of their competences, to combine and fertilize them. Thus, the management of core competences and the equilibrium between the individual interests of each actor and the collective objectives has to be questioned [8]. [9]. And, to promote innovation, upstream monitoring and planning will necessarily have to be adapted, in order to facilitate the emergence of new opportunities, which were not anticipated at the beginning of the collaboration. This seems all the more important, that previous studies have shown that innovation through cooperation is
linked to a sort of “plasticity” of the relationship, allowing to discover new opportunities and sources of learning [10].

These different preliminary elements shed light on the extended impact of this evolution in the development process, both in the vertical interactions (between OEM and suppliers) and in the horizontal ones (between suppliers). The innovation and collaboration objectives show that governance will have to rely on a new equilibrium between contractual prescriptions and trust based relationships [11]. Indeed, to promote innovation, contracts will necessarily remain incomplete and could lead to strong inertia during the collaboration, while trust, both on competence and behavior, will bring more flexibility in front of novelty and knowledge mutualisation. This vertical and horizontal integration that necessitate risks and benefits sharing, implies developing common practices and methodologies. By sharing project management approach, problem solving methods or design methodology, the partners would in turn shared objectives and decision processes.

Even if this contribution is focused on the definition of a PLM platform, these different elements have to be mentioned. They necessarily won’t be neutral for the definition and appropriation of this new support by the different partners.

PLM is used for the seamlessly integration of all the information specified throughout all phases of the equipment’s life cycle to everyone in the new organization (OEM and a new global supplier network) at every managerial and technical level. The following section presents a literature review about PLM concept.

3. About Product Life Management

PLM is defined as a systematic concept for the integrated management of all product related information and processes through the entire lifecycle, from the initial idea to end-of-life [12]. In [13], PLM is considered as a strategic business approach that applies a consistent set of business solution in support of the collaborative creation, management, dissemination, and use of product information across the extended enterprise.

Such as in the automotive industry, the aeronautic industry is seen to adopt the supplier integration into the development process. The new management culture considers necessary the PLM approach to get these goals [14]. Tang [15] present a literature review of PLM approaches used in automotive industry to improve collaboration between OEM and suppliers. The lifecycle currently support the OEM supplier partnership can be grouped in collaborative environment with three main phases [16]:

- Designing the systems to be used in the OEM’s product.
- Supply chain integration to produce and deliver the requested systems to OEM.
- Provide services for the components for both OEM and supplier systems.
The IT solution to support PLM results from the integration between enterprise resource planning (ERP), product data management (PDM) and other related systems, such as computer aided design (CAD) and customer relationship management (CRM) [17]. A critical aspect of PLM systems is their product information modeling architecture. In the literature, several representations of the product data are presented [18], [19]. The unified representation of the product knowledge can favor semantic interoperability of CAD/CAE/ tools at the conceptual level [20]. UML is currently used to support product models [2]. STEP and XML are used to obtain interoperability at the implementation level [22]. Sudarsan [23] propose a product information-modeling framework that aimed at support PLM information needs and intended to capture product data, design rationale, assembly, tolerance information, the evolution of products and product families.

However, product model is not the unique element in a PLM structure. Nowak [24] present architecture of a collaborative aided design framework integrating Product, Process and Organization models for engineering performance improvement. Danesi [25] propose the P4LM methodology which allows the management of Projects, Products, Processes, and Proceeds in collaborative design and that aims to allow the integration of information coming from different partners which are involved in a PLM application. This framework allows a top-down approach by defining functions in an abstraction level according to four modules (Project, Product, Proceed and Process).

In aim to get best integration of suppliers in the automotive design and manufacturing processes, Trappey [26] develops and implements an information platform called advanced production quality planning (APQP) hub. The information hub mainly provides a collaborative environment that enhancing the visibility of the supply chain operations and contributes in collecting and delivering APQP documents among both the OEM and all supply chain. This information platform applies the concept of modularized assembly and consists of five major functions: Categorized part library, project based collaborative design, real-time information exchange, on-line confirmation of modularized products, and on-line negotiation and ordering. Each one of the obvious functions is implemented according to an interactive process.

Our work deals with the integration of Product, Process, and Organization dimensions of a design project. Several models are developed to support, at the conceptual level, this integration.

4. The Package model of the PLM approach

At the conceptual level, our approach is based on the concept of working situation proposed in [27]. According to this model, each process and activity in a collaborative design project is considered as an interactional entity that refers to links between various entities of the situation. These entities may bring together
different physical elements such as human resources and material resources (product, drawings, documents, CAD tools, planning tools, etc). It may bring together, also, other interational entities (activities, processes, communities).

The nature of the contribution made by each entity to the interactions is formalized in this approach using the concept of specific role that is a systemic extension of the role proposed in the organization theory [28]. Five kinds of specific roles are distinguished:

- The "actor" role concerns every entity who/which participates directly in the interaction and who/which is responsible for the end result.
- The "customer" role brings together all the entities that are going to be receiving the end result of the interaction.
- The "manager" role concerns every entity who/which regulates the functioning of an interaction.
- The "support" role includes every entity who/which give help in an interaction.
- The "object" role concerns every entity on whom/which the interaction acts.

Figure 3 describes the global package model structuring the PLM data. According to this model, the assembly tool (equipment) may be considered as a mediation artifact since it is simultaneously a support of the assembly aircraft project (that is performed in the OEM Assembly Workshop) and, the main object of the equipment project (that are realized by the new trade organization). Aircraft project plays the role of customer of the equipment project. The different needs of the equipment project are specified according to the different activities of the aircraft assembly process. Thus, Aircraft processes take also the role of customer in the equipment processes.

Figure 3 The package model structuring our PLM approach.
The processes packages (of aircraft and equipment) group various processes that organize the functioning of related projects. For example, design and fabrication processes are the principal processes of the equipment project, its play the role “actor”. The process data concerns both the assembly process of aircraft parts and design process of the equipment. Saved information is used to recognize the activities evolution of each partner (new requirement of the OEM, new kind of assembly tools proposed by suppliers …).

The data model package organizes, according to various sub-models, the equipment’s information that are produced and manipulated during different stages of the whole equipment lifecycle. The detailed data are stored in different documents represented by “documents package”. For example, the structural model contains information about the physical composition of the equipment. The detailed structure is stored in CAO documents.

5. The project view

We consider the concept of project as a form of operational interaction including a set of processes in order to obtain specific goals. The project structure consists of a systemic decomposition into different sub-projects regarding to the product complexity.

Figure 4 The project view

Figure 4 shows the Meta model of the project structure, the project is considered as an interactional entity according to the situation concept (cf. section 2). Each project contributes to one or several goals. The class “goals” make dependence between the project view, the process view and the task view.

The project Meta model presents the contribution of different elements similarly at the organizational level (organization of different human resources and communities) and at the operational level (organization of different
processes). The contribution of all project elements is presented by an instantiation of: [the class entity, the class role (replaced by a specific subclass) and interactional entity (in this case project)]. For instance, the Aircraft project is associated to the Equipment project by mean of the “Customer” class.

The main idea is that both the aircraft design project and equipment design project are described under the same main project reference. When a manufacturing order of an assembly tool is submitted, a new sub project for this need is created. All aircraft sub-project that are concerned by this equipment are related to the above project in the global situation framework. For this use case, three specific roles where to be considered:

- The aircraft R&D takes the role of actor in the aircraft design process and the indirect "customer" in the equipment design process (send the original needs through the production department). We note this entity "Aircraft_R&D".
- The production department takes the role of support in the aircraft design process; it performs different production and assembly operations. At the same time, it takes the role of direct "customer" in the equipment design process (define the assembly procedure and assembly tool functions). We note this entity "Aircraft_Prod".
- The R&D service of the new business partnership takes the role actor of the equipment design process. We note this entity "Equipment_R&D".
- The manufacturing service of the new business partnership takes the role support of the equipment design process. This entity is noted "Equipment_Prod".
Several modeling tools are used to describe process achievement (IDEF, GRAi, UML, etc.). In our approach, we used the Activity diagram of UML formalism (figure 5) to describe the interaction process during the creation of a new project. At the beginning, Aircraft R&D creates a new project and sends initial specifications to the production department. It defines the different operations of the assembly process and specifies the functions of the assembly tool to be realized. After, it searches in the furniture warehouse a tool which satisfies these functions. If no tool is founded, production department creates new equipment sub project and sends information to the supplier network (equipment R&D and manufacturing).

In fact, the real process is established in concurrent way. When, the equipment R&D starts the design process, manufacturing service is simultaneously schedules the manufacturing operations and researches the available technological solutions. Thanks to the collaborative system, the specification and manufacturing of the assembly tool is performed progressively and co-jointly by different partners according to the global scenario.
When a modification in the aircraft structure is occurred, the system informs the members of the business partnership and sends him the new requirement to consider in the specification of the related assembly tool. Figure 6 presents the interaction process for this case.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a modeling framework to support, at the conceptual level, a new PLM approach to improve information sharing in collaborative design, and then to enhance the integration of supplier in the design and manufacturing processes. The final goals of the project is to reduce costs and time to market of the assembly tools, and consequently thus of the aircraft product.

The new business partnership implies to establish new collaboration strategy between OEM and supplier. Other benefits can be obtained from this framework by monitoring the evolution of collective work and facilitating its coordination.

The developed framework deals with the integration of Product, Process and Organization dimensions of a design project, and, in future works, the corresponding extension of CAD/CAM and PDM existing tools. The proposed Product model gives the structure of the product data base. It uses a generic semantic that can favor, in our sense, the conceptual interoperability between different product data coming from different partners.

Although our work is developed initially to resolve a particular problem in a special firm of the aeronautic industry, the use of a modeling framework based on
the generic concepts of entities and interactions in the working situation may gives more interests.

In this contribution, one specific dimension has been developed, related to the PLM platform, to support the shift from a sequential to an interactionist development process. Face to the complexity of such a change, success will not only rely on this support dimension. This PLM platform will have to be considered in a more global system/organisation, to take into account the entanglement of technology, market and usage dimensions. At an operational level, this integrated approach will enhance the chances of success and at a more analytic level, it will allow to precise the conditions of application and transposition in other contexts.

Further research work will be performed to improve and validate these different issues. A prototype is under development and is being tested thanks to our industrial case study.
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